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Abstract

This work presents the first intermittent connection mode for Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) on an energy harvesting sensor that maintains a connection during power failures. This is achieved by modifying existing open-source BLE software that runs on solar radiation harvesting BLE hardware architecture designed by [13]. The intermittent operation is achieved by turning off the microcontroller (MCU) between data packets and turn it on right before the exchange of packets. With an external RTC the MCU is switched on and off. Also the external RTC is always powered on during the connection, such that the time can be restored on the MCU if it is turned on again. In order to further reduce the power consumption, an connection interval adaptation algorithm is implemented. This algorithm adapts the data rate to the stored energy of the device. The connection interval adaptation algorithm can reduce the data rate beyond what the current BLE specification allows for and thus reduces the power consumption even more.

The results from the experiments show that the implemented intermittent BLE software can sustain a BLE connection for more than an hour and can be more power efficient than the default non-intermittent BLE software at a low data rate of at least one packet every 10s or more. Also, at the maximum BLE slave latency measured of one packet every 14s the intermittent BLE software is almost two times more power efficient. Finally when the connection interval adaptation algorithm was enabled the connection time was further increased.

This work has shown what the implications of an intermittent BLE connection is and how further improvements can be made. The methodology used in this work to run an intermittent connection can be applied to many networking system and can be an inspiration for any future works.
“We absolutely must leave room for doubt or there is no progress and no learning. There is no learning without having to pose a question. And a question requires doubt. People search for certainty. But there is no certainty.” – Richard P. Feynman
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to billions of connected sensors [16]. Powering all these sensors with batteries will impact the environment and increase the maintenance cost. An answer to this problem is energy harvesting, which utilizes ambient energy to power these small sensors. As a consequence these energy harvesting sensors might operate intermittently i.e., only when enough power is available [14].

Generally speaking, data from energy harvesting IoT sensors is sent sporadically, and only when there is enough power available to the sensor. If an energy harvesting IoT sensor would setup a connection, the connection usually lasts until there is no more power in the system [22] or preemptively disconnects before it runs out of power [5]. Losing and reestablishing a connection between power failures is time consuming and ineffective, therefore a method to sustain a communication despite the power interrupt is highly desired.

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is a widely used communication protocol for low-powered sensors. While there are designs available that demonstrate battery-free BLE (i.e., where BLE is broadcasting information as soon as harvested energy becomes available [55, 68, 31, 17]), to the best of our knowledge there is no research conducted on actively maintaining a connection to recover from power failures. A few studies however did implement an active battery-free BLE connection, but the connection was terminated either as soon as energy was not available [22] or when no more power could be harvested [5]. The advantage of maintaining a connection mode for BLE is that devices can communicate peer to peer and in some scenarios a connection can be more power efficient than broadcasting. This could also for example be beneficial for wearable devices that require two-way communication such as a smartwatch or update firmware on hard to reach devices.

Therefore the goal of this thesis is to implement a connection mode for BLE on an energy harvesting sensor in order to maintain a connection during power failures. A custom circuit from [13] is used designed for intermittent BLE.

The structure of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 presents the related works. Chapter 3 provides the necessary background on BLE. Chapter 4 describes the architecture of the battery-free BLE sensor, while Chapter 5 describes the architecture implementation. In Chapter 6 the results of the evaluation of the battery-free BLE sensor are shown. Chapter 7 presents the discussion and the recommendations for the future work. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the thesis.
Chapter 2

Related Work

This chapter will briefly review existing research results related to the thesis. In the following sections we will cover results on BLE, timekeeping, energy harvesting platforms and intermittently-powered platforms. These topics are related to the design of the energy-harvesting intermittently-powered BLE device presented in Chapter 4.

2.1 Bluetooth Low Energy

Most of the research on BLE with energy harvesting devices is centered around beacon applications. BLE beacons are devices that broadcast (advertise) data to any listening device. Work of [55] presented a BLE beacon with solar energy harvesting that focused on measuring power consumption using various transmitted packet sizes. In work [31] a solar harvesting BLE beacon is presented that is tested in different light intensities and also deployed in realistic scenarios. In this paper they chose a big super-capacitor in order to prolong operation time even when there was almost no energy to be harvested. Unfortunately, both [55, 31] lacked power saving techniques to prolong the lifetime of the BLE beacon.

The first work that focused on the quality of service and maximizing the lifetime of the BLE beacon was [17]. In this work the authors were using their own algorithm that turns off most sensors that were not used and changed the advertising interval depending on different levels of power. Another study [6] demonstrated a trade-off between cold booting and sleeping between two BLE advertisements. It shows that when a device can harvest very little power it is more power efficient to cold boot the device and reach higher advertising rates. While if there is plenty of power in the system it is more feasible to sleep between advertisements to achieve a higher advertising rate. However, this study is limited since the data to generate the model is made from theoretical values (datasheets and data from other studies) and there is no experiment to reproduce the results. In [22] the suitability of both advertising and connection mode is determined. Both modes were tested with various light conditions and the power consumption and operation time was measured. It concluded that connection mode is more power efficient in some light scenarios. This study is however limited due to the unrealistic light scenarios during the test (only
programmed light levels from a lamp were used). Furthermore no efforts were made for power savings to extend the lifetime or maintain connection during power failures.

In [5] a speedometer is attached to a wheel of a bicycle that generates power (with a magnet and coil) for a BLE device that will setup a connection with a smartphone if enough power is harvested and will terminate the connection when the wheel stops moving. The speed data is send during the connection from the BLE device to the smartphone only when the values changes (notify). This study shows an application specific solution and found an optimal setup for the longest operation time.

Some implementations of battery-free BLE beacons are already on the market. The company Williot [64] has small BLE tags that use Radio Frequency (RF) signals from the environment to transmit specific product data where the tag is attached to. For instance a BLE tag that can measure temperature will be attached on a bottle of wine and will advertise the temperature of the wine periodically to any listening device. The requirement is that there should always be a central device to keep track of the advertising packets and there should always be enough RF signals to keep the tag advertising. Another battery-less BLE beacon that is on the market is from Cypress [54], which uses BLE beacons to send product information of specific items to smartphones or sensor data using solar harvesting.

### 2.2 Timekeeping for Battery-free Platforms

Having reliable timekeeping for energy-harvesting battery-free devices during power failures is a difficult task since internal timers do not capture power off time. Moreover, a high accuracy millisecond-level timekeeping is necessary for BLE. In [26] three remanence based timekeeping methods are proposed that determine the off time by measuring the decay in capacitive devices. The first method is Time and Remanence Decay in SRAM (TARDIS), which has a poor timing resolution but is able to determine a time indication between power failures from a few seconds up to multiple hours. The second method is called Custom Time And Remanence Decay (CusTARD) that uses a dedicated capacitor to measure the decay and has a higher timing resolution than TARDIS and lower power consumption, but cannot detect long power failures (up to about 40 seconds). The final method is a variation of CusTARD where a low power Real-Time Clock (RTC) is added that has the highest accuracy of timekeeping but also has the highest cost and long reset time (up to several seconds). Only the CusTARD solution with the added RTC might be accurate enough for BLE. In [10] an improved remanence timekeeping method is proposed called Cascaded Hierarchical Remanence Timekeeper (CHRT) and shows that it outperforms an external RTC in startup time and power consumption. The CHRT solution however only has a clock accuracy in the order of milliseconds, which is not sufficient for BLE.
2.3 Low-Power Devices Powered by Energy Harvesting

Thanks to energy harvesting batteries can be removed from low-power devices. This results in long-term and self-sustainable deployment for low-power devices. However, without batteries new implementations of hardware and software have to be made in order to operate in the more uncertain environment. A lot of research on energy harvesting for low-power devices is already done for the architecture [32], sensor nodes [58], harvesting the energy [63, 15] and networking [45].

2.4 Intermittently-powered Systems

When low-power devices rely on energy harvesting instead of batteries, the devices can only operate when enough energy is harvested. This is called intermittent operation. With intermittent operation the device can turn on and off depending on the energy that is harvested. This requires changes in the hardware and software since execution paths of programs can be interrupted due to power failures.

2.4.1 Intermittently-powered Systems: Hardware

Lots of research is done on designing architectures for low-power energy harvesting devices [9, 31, 23, 24]. The most notable differences compared to traditional low-powered devices include energy harvesters, energy storage and the different memory systems.

**Energy Harvesters:** The most common energy harvesting sources for low-power devices are solar radiation, RF transmissions, pressure, vibration and heat [53]. The choice of the harvester usually depends on the environment and the workload of the device. Solar radiation is known for having a high power density 10 to 100 mW/cm² outdoor while RF harvester could harvest up to 1 to 10 mW/cm² [53]. However, solar radiation is limited to daylight or artificial light while RF sources are available even during the night.

For a typical BLE device such as the Nordic nRF52840 [43] the power consumption during a radio transmission is about 18 mW (at 6 mA and 3 V). Therefore the most safe choice would be the solar radiation harvesting. This can harvest enough energy for the radio transmissions and is also easy to use for prototyping.

**Energy Storage:** The harvested energy needs to be buffered in order to have enough voltage and current to power most devices [53]. The energy storage determines how long the device can be turned on. Super-capacitors can charge and discharge energy much faster than regular batteries and are more durable. However, the energy density is much lower than batteries. This results that when energy is harvested it can be accessed much quicker but also depletes faster. Furthermore regular capacitors have less energy density than super-capacitors but are typically smaller and cheaper than super-capacitors [21].

For intermittently-powered BLE typically the most energy is required when the radio need to be turned on. This requires that most energy need to acquired in a short moment of time. Thus super-capacitors are the best choice here due
to their fast charge and discharge capability compared to batteries and regular capacitors.

**Memory Architectures:** In order to keep the data consistent between power failures the data needs to be stored before the device is turned off and restored when the devices turn on. This may be required for data to be further processed or to retain a system state. In works such as [11, 66] non-volatile Ferroelectric Random Access Memory (FRAM) is used. Other non-volatile memory such as flash has limited write cycles in the order of ten thousands, while FRAM can endure trillions of write cycles [61]. Also FRAM has faster access and is generally more power efficient than flash. However, FRAM generally is not as efficient in power consumption and has slower access times than Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) [36] meaning that changing the memory entirely to FRAM might reduce memory efficiency.

Since the power consumption needs to be as low as possible it is most feasible for intermittently-powered BLE to have FRAM to store its memory contents in before turning off. Since this memory is low power and quick to access the system will not be halted for the memory for too long. Also it is non-volatile and thus will remain the content after power failures.

### 2.4.2 Intermittently-powered Systems: Software

Due to the intermittent operation on energy harvesting low-power devices the execution of software can be interrupted at any random time and at any place in the code. This can result in lost or corrupted data. There are currently two methods for intermittent operation [36] (i) checkpointing [50, 4, 66, 30] and (ii) task-based programming [67, 25, 37, 8].

Checkpointing systems store the state of the system in non-volatile memory usually at regular intervals, specific areas in the code or when low power is detected. This way when the device will power on it can restore from the checkpoint and will execute from that point forward. The task-based system breaks the program into atomic tasks that are idempotent. These tasks are constructed in a graph-like structure where the data flow from the tasks is determined. During power failures the tasks can then be restarted when required depending on the constraints that are put on the task. Checkpoint systems are straightforward and it is not difficult to expand existing software with checkpoints. However, the drawback of checkpointing is the memory overhead due to big pieces of data have to be stored. On the other hand porting software to atomic and idempotent tasks gives more control of the system. However, the porting of already existing software is very complex and time consuming [36, 44].

Currently there is no intermittent BLE software stack and to modify or create one in a task-based system would be near impossible for this thesis. The checkpoint system is much more interesting to use for intermittently-powered BLE, mainly because checkpoints can be added to the existing software without changing the code drastically. Most of the code thus remains intact and do not need to be split op in different tasks. Furthermore when the software needs to be changed or different functionalities are added the checkpoint system remains roughly the same, while with task based systems a whole range of tasks might need to be adjusted.
Chapter 3

Bluetooth Low Energy

This chapter describes the necessary background information of BLE and the challenges of powering BLE intermittently. In Section 3.1 the BLE stack architecture is described. In Section 3.2 explains how BLE can be powered intermittently without the penalty of re-initializing a connection. Finally in Section 3.3 the challenges of designing an intermittently-powered BLE device is described.

3.1 The Bluetooth Low Energy Stack

The BLE protocol stack is composed of three parts: the controller, the host and the application [62]. Between the controller and host is the Host Controller Interface (HCI). The controller part is usually a physical device that facilitates the transmission and reception of the BLE signals and contains (i) Physical Layer (PHY), (ii) Link Layer (LL) and (iii) HCI. The host part is typically a software stack that specifies how BLE data is constructed and BLE devices interact. It contains (i) Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol (L2CAP), (ii) Attribute Protocol (ATT), (iii) Generic Attribute Profile (GATT), (iv) Security Manager Protocol (SMP) and (v) Generic Access Profile (GAP). The application part consists of the logic, user interface and data handling which all relate to what the application was implemented for. An example would be an app that can interact and interpret a heart rate value from a connected BLE sensor. In Figure 3.1 the BLE protocol stack is illustrated. Each layer of the BLE stack is described in Sections 3.1.1 to 3.1.8.

3.1.1 Physical Layer

The Physical Layer contains the hardware that is capable of sending and receiving BLE data. The BLE radio operates in the 2.4 GHz Industrial Scientific and Medical band. This band is divided into 40 radio frequency channels, each channel with a bandwidth of 2 MHz. These 40 channels are divided in 3 advertising channels (channels 37, 38 and 39) and 37 data channels (channels 0 to 36). The radio uses Gaussian Frequency-Shift Keying modulation with a transmit output power between −20 to 10 dBm [7]. The maximum data-rate for Bluetooth 4.2 is 1 Mbit/s and for Bluetooth 5.2 it is 2 Mbit/s [20 volume 1, page 187].
3.1.2 Link Layer

The Link Layer controls the Physical Layer and handles the state of the communication for BLE devices. There are three advertising channels used for broadcasting data and device discovery in order to establishing a connection. The broadcasted data is typically send on all three advertising channels to avoid interference with other traffic sources like Wi-Fi.

The data channels are used for bidirectional communication between connected devices. There are 37 data channels and data is exchanged on one channel each time. The host and end device constantly switch channels on which they communicate via adaptive channel hopping, reducing the interference from other signals. The basic formula defining the next hop is:

\[ f_{n+1} = f_n + h \mod 37 \]

Where \( h \) (denoting channel hop) is between 5–16, \( f_n \) is the current channel number and \( f_{n+1} \) the new channel number. The hop number \( h \) is randomly chosen at the start of the connection. The adaptive frequency hopping scheme makes it possible to let devices determine that channels with too much interference can be removed from the channel list. This will be explained in more detail in Section 5.2.4.

At the Link Layer there are two types packets: advertising packets, sent through the advertising channels, and data packets sent through the data channels. Both advertising packets and data packets have the same packet structure as shown in Figure 3.2. The maximum packet size can be up to 266 octets. The preamble field is usually one octet long but can be two octets long when communicating on 2 Mbit/s. The access address field is fixed for advertising packets with a constant value, while in data packets it contains the address of the receiving device. The header field contains specific information about each packet type, which is explained in more detail in [20, volume 6, page 2865]. The length field indicates the length of the packet. The payload field contains the actual data that has to be send and is specific for each data type but could contain, for example, a sensor value or information to establish a connection. The Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) field is a 24 bit error-detecting code [20, volume 6, page 2865].

Figure 3.1: The BLE architecture [62].
There are 4 different communication states handled in the Link Layer (also
knows as roles): advertiser, scanner, master and slave. These four roles can
be divided into two pairs: (advertiser, scanner) and (master, slave). We will
describe them below.

**Advertiser and Scanner**

The advertiser and scanner both send and receive data with advertising packets
on the advertising channels. These advertising packets are send periodically
with the predefined advertising interval. For BLE the advertising interval ranges
from 20 ms to 10.241 s [20, volume 4, page 2483]. Typically the advertiser sends
data and the scanner listens to one of the three advertising channels. In Figure
3.3 the exchange of advertising data from advertiser to scanner is shown. Note
that the advertiser does not have any feedback from the scanner if the data is
received or not.

The advertiser can have three properties: (i) connectable: the advertiser is
able to connect to other devices (ii) scannable: the scanner is able to request
additional data (iii) directed: a special type of packet for faster connecting
where the target Bluetooth address is in the payload. An advertiser can have a
combination of these properties or none [62]. When the advertiser is connectable
the scanner can respond to an advertising packet from the advertiser, which then
acts as a device discovery packet, with a connection request. If the advertiser is
scannable, the scanner can send a scan request and the advertiser can then send scan response data. The scan response data contains more information about the advertiser, for example the device name.

Master and Slave

The master and slave both send and receive data with data packets on the data channels. Before a typical connection is made, a scanner will send a connection request on one of the three advertising channels as a response to the advertising packet. If the advertiser accepts this request, the two devices have a connection. The scanner that initiates the connection will be the master of the connection, while the advertiser that accepts the connection will be the slave of the connection. The master will manage the connection and determine which hop frequency is used. The slave follows the masters decisions. Each exchange of data in a connection is called a connection event and the time between these events is called the connection interval. Note that multiple data packets can be transferred during a connection event. The connection interval is initially set by the master. The slave can request a different connection interval, but the master could decide to reject this request. The connection interval ranges from 7.5 ms to 4 s with increments of 1.25 ms. In Figure 3.4 the connection establishment between master and slave is shown.

The connection can be terminated by both master and slave via a connection terminate packet or exceed the Connection Supervision Timeout. The Connection Supervision Timeout is the maximum time between two received data packets before the connection is terminated. This timeout ranges from 100 ms to 32 s. The Slave Latency is the number of skippable connection events from the slave when there is no data required to send. For example with a slave latency of two, the slave can skip two connection events if no data is available to send. If there is data to be sent it will not skip any connection event. The Slave Latency value ranges from 0–499, if it is within the Connection Supervision Timeout. The Connection Supervision Timeout and Slave Latency both are initially determined by the master via the connection request.

3.1.3 Host Controller Interface

The HCI facilitates the communication between the host layer and the controller layer from the BLE architecture. For systems where the host and controller are each executed on a different chip the communication between these layers is done via a physical medium, most commonly USB or UART. This was more common in older Bluetooth classic designs. With cheaper System on Chip designs the host and controller are more commonly integrated in one chip and the HCI becomes redundant.

3.1.4 Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol

The L2CAP combines data from ATT and SMP to create a BLE packet. The L2CAP fragments large data into chunks to fit them in the BLE packets. At the receiver side the L2CAP combines fragmented packets in order to construct the data for the upper layers.
Figure 3.4: Example packet exchange between master and slave during initiating connection with connection interval of 45 ms and a hop-frequency of 8 [27].

3.1.5 Attribute Protocol

The ATT is a protocol for facilitating the exchange of data between two BLE devices. This data is stored in a specific structure called an attribute. An attribute is stored on a server, which is the device that contains the data. The device that wants to access this data is called the client. Both master and slave can be a server and client simultaneously, meaning both can store and request data from each other. For example an attribute can store a the heart rate value in beats per minute on a server, and a smartphone (client) can request this data.

3.1.6 Generic Attribute Profile

GATT defines how data is stored and transferred. The data is stored in a hierarchy where characteristics are stored in services and services are stored in profiles. Each profile contains services which is a bundle of specific data called characteristics. The service is stored in an attribute which describes the kind of data stored. The characteristics is also an attribute which contain specific information of each type of data like the actual sensor value.

For example the Bluetooth SIG has predefined a Heart Rate profile that contains different services for heart rate monitors. One basic service is the Heart
Rate service. It is defined such that this Heart Rate service has a Heart Rate Measurement characteristic that stores the heart beat value in beats per minute, Body Sensor Location characteristic that stores the location of the monitor on the body, like wrist or foot, and Heart Rate Control Point characteristic which is used to enable a client to write control points to the server to control behavior [28].

3.1.7 Security Manager Protocol

SMP is a protocol that makes it possible for devices to pair and distribute different type of security keys. Some data values (characteristics) require encryption before they can be send. Typically if data needs to be encrypted, two devices pair by authenticating each other. Then the packets will be encrypted using a short term key. This short term key is configured by the temporary key and with two random values from each device. The temporary key can be configured in three ways (i) "just works", which is basically a zero value that is used when there is not interface available to authenticate (ii) "passkey entry", where via a pin-code the authentication is done (iii) "out of band", when both devices have authentication data that is acquired outside BLE for example via Near-Field Communication (NFC) authentication. Finally when pairing is done the long term keys are distributed to have faster authentication when both devices are reconnected later [27].

3.1.8 Generic Access Profile

GAP defines how BLE devices can discover and communicate with each other. For example with GAP it is possible for a smartphone to connect to a BLE sensor and have them interact with each other. For GAP four roles are defined: (i) broadcaster uses the LL advertiser role and transmits advertising packets, (ii) observer uses the LL scanner role which receives and collects data from advertising devices, (iii) central uses the LL master role and is the device that can connect to one or more devices, and (iv) peripheral uses the LL slave role that sends out advertising packets in order to receive a connection request from a central and connect to this central. Furthermore GAP describes modes for the roles, which is a state where the device execute a certain procedure. For example a broadcast mode in which a device will advertise packets. The procedure is a specific set of actions to reach a goal. This can be a specific set of data packets in order to update a connection interval. When a device is in a specific GAP mode there can be a procedure coupled to it and vice versa but it can also be standalone [62].

3.2 Intermittent BLE stack

To maintain a connection with the BLE stack with intermittent operation the LL needs to be integrated with the software stack supporting intermittent operation. The LL is the only layer in the BLE stack that operates in real-time. During a connection both the master and slave have to exchange packets in order to maintain the connection. It is allowed to skip some connection intervals and still maintain the connection, if it is within the Connection Supervision
Figure 3.5: Example depiction of the exchange of packets in the form of connection events between a master and slave. Top figure shows the default BLE connection operation, where each connection event has a successful exchange of packets. Bottom figure shows the intermittent BLE connection operation, where due to power failures some connection events are skipped. Note that the slave device must know how much time each power failure takes in order to configure the right radio frequency to continue the connection.

Timeout. If due to a power failure a connection interval is missed, the slave has to know how many connection intervals are missed because of the adaptive frequency hopping that changes the channel frequency after each interval. It then must determine how many connection intervals have been skipped and, if it is within the allowed time, set the frequency accordingly. That is why timekeeping in battery-free BLE is necessary even when the system has power failures. Additionally when the slave is in a connected state it has to get back in the connected state without having to reestablish the connection with the master. In Figure 3.5 an example is shown where the importance of timekeeping is shown. The figure illustrates that if a device boots up from a power failure during a connection it has to know how long it was powered off. If this is not the case it becomes impossible to know what frequency the radio has to listen to and when it has to turn the radio on in order to continue the connection.

3.3 Challenges

Integrating BLE with software framework supporting intermittent operation to maintain a BLE connection on a BLE slave device during power failures has
several challenges that needs to be addressed. In the following sections we list these challenges.

3.3.1 Integrating Intermittent Software With Bluetooth Low Energy

The first, implementation-related, challenge is to find and understand an open-source BLE software stack in order to implement the necessary features to overcome power failures. Especially access to the Link Layer in the BLE software stack is required due to access to the timing and frequency when recovering from power failures during connection. The BLE software stack has to be preferably bare-metal, since saving the state of a complex operating system will only add more complexity.

When a power failure has occurred it is important that the state of the connection can be recovered and that the peripherals are configured correct in order to continue to operate. The intermittent operation software has to be integrated in the BLE software stack but must not interfere with the critical sections that would hinder the regular (non-intermittent) BLE operations.

3.3.2 Networking Through Power Failures

The second challenge is to maintain a connection during power failures. A notion of time after recovering from a power failure is required to be able to communicate on the right frequency, and to know at which moment the slave device must turn on the radio to receive a packet from the master device. This exact timing requires a way to synchronize the clocks when the device is turned on again. Also the state of the connection has to be maintained, which means the right procedures have to be followed even during power failures in order, for example, to establish a connection.

3.3.3 Improving Beyond Bluetooth Low Energy

For the final challenge the amount of energy available to the system is an important aspect when BLE runs intermittent. For a connection it is essential to have good power management such that the connection can be maintained. Between connection events a BLE slave typically sleeps. Keeping the device in sleep mode can consume significant power if the interval is in the order of seconds. It might be more power efficient to turn off the device if long sleep periods are expected. However, saving the state and recovering from a power failure also adds overhead which should be considered as well.

BLE has a power saving technique called slave latency, that will skip certain radio events when no data is pending to be send. The slave latency is limited by the BLE specification to be not bigger than half of the supervision timeout. This way there must be at least two connection events before the supervision timeout is reached, which will reduce the likelihood of disconnecting. However, more power could be gained by turning the device off for longer periods of time than the slave latency if it is within the supervision timeout. Furthermore the slave latency is a connection parameter which also limits the flexibility during a connection to change the time it has to be turned off, because new connection parameters have to be negotiated between the master and slave.
Chapter 4

Intermittently-Powered BLE Architecture

We now present the architecture of our battery-free intermittently-powered BLE system. Our architecture is based on the hardware design of [13]. It is important to note that the work of [13] originated from another MSc project of [59] on the same topic of battery-free intermittently-powered BLE system. The software architecture presented in this thesis has been developed independently from [59] and no interaction between the author of this MSc thesis and the author of [59] happened. In other words the hardware design is not part of this thesis, only the software implementation. The motivation of why this design was chosen and the architecture of the design is described in Section 4.1 while Section 4.2 describes the assumptions that are made for this project.

4.1 Battery-free Intermittently-powered BLE Architecture

To address the challenges listed in Section 3.3 as remarked above, we chose the hardware of [13] that allows to sustain bi-directional BLE communication despite power failures. In Figure 4.1 the high-level system design is shown. Note that the hardware of the external sensors are present in the hardware but are not used and are not further discusses for this thesis.

In the hardware architecture solar harvesting is used which is a reliable and power-dense source [53]. Also light is an easy power source to control, that is beneficial for experimenting. Finally it is easy to add more solar panels if this is required, which will prevent this solution from not being capable of harvesting enough power. The harvested solar energy is boosted by a DC-DC converter and stored in a super-capacitor, which powers the components.

The microcontroller (MCU) runs an open source BLE software stack with access to all BLE stack layers. Additionally the MCU has BLE hardware integrated, that is able to send and receive BLE packets. The MCU will also run dedicated checkpointing software to store and restore the internal state on FRAM. FRAM is a fast and durable (with many write cycles) non-volatile memory that is able to quickly store and restore data. Checkpointing is chosen over task-
based systems due to the lower complexity. The first challenge of integrating the intermittent software with BLE is addressed here because the checkpointing software is integrated with the BLE software and the whole system state will be stored in FRAM when the MCU will be turned off.

Having a high accuracy clock on BLE devices will reduce the receive window. The receive window is the time that the BLE radio is turned on while receiving data. This receive window is determined by both the master and slave clock accuracy. Ideally the radio should be turned off as much as possible, since the power consumption of the radio is high. This is why the external RTC is chosen over the remanence timekeeping, because it has a higher accuracy clock. The idea, originally proposed by [33], is that the external RTC is always powered on during operation and can switch the power of the MCU on or off. The external RTC is always on because it has a long startup time (order of seconds). The MCU will communicate with the external RTC and determines when to turn off and for how long. This way the MCU can be turned off during long connection events or sleep times and wake up in time to commit to the connection. The timekeeping will be performed by the external RTC and monitored by the MCU. This way the timing on the external RTC is used as a reference point to synchronize the internal clock of the MCU. The solution with the external RTC addresses the second challenge of networking through power failures.

In order to operate intermittently, two features will be implemented on the MCU: (i) the MCU will be turned off between connection intervals via the external RTC and (ii) the MCU must skip multiple connection intervals when low power is detected to be able to harvest more energy. The assumption is that the sleep function compared to turning off the MCU will consume considerably
more energy. Note that here the connection interval will not be changed, but some connection intervals will be skipped to reduce the data rate. This is done because changing the connection parameters requires that the master and slave device negotiate on the new connection interval. This can take several connection intervals in order to be negotiated, which is to slow. By skipping connection intervals data rate is slowed down without the need for changing the connection interval. Also, BLE does support this feature itself which is called slave latency (described in Section 3.3.2). Skipping connection intervals will be different than the slave latency though, since the connection interval skips will be dynamically determined based on the energy in the system. The slave latency value is also a connection parameter value, and thus need to be negotiated between the master and slave device. By skipping multiple connection intervals the third challenge is addressed by improving beyond BLE.

The implementation of the intermittent BLE connection by turning off the MCU and skipping connection intervals to save power will add overhead because of storing a checkpoint, restore the checkpoint, synchronizing clocks and restoring the time. This is because the storing and restoring of the checkpoint needs to be done to the external FRAM. Furthermore, with the external RTC the time must synchronized and mapped to the internal clock on the MCU in order to make use of the external RTC time. The idea is that the external RTC will be the main clock of the system where all timing for the BLE stack will be based upon. To conclude, we preemptively turn off the MCU between connection intervals instead of waiting for the power to deplete. The advantage of this approach is that during the power off time the device can harvest energy. The disadvantage is that there is overhead added to each connection event.

4.2 Assumptions

In this thesis some assumptions are made in order to keep the project manageable. The above architecture will be implemented for a BLE slave device that will connect to a powered (i.e. non-battery free and non-intermittently-powered) master device. In addition there will be no fundamental changes applied to the BLE stack such that the slave device is not compatible with other BLE master devices. This means that there are no hacks made in packet structure or changes in certain protocols which need a specific modded BLE master to be able to connect. Furthermore, the external RTC is the component that powers the MCU and FRAM on and off. This means the external RTC will be continuously powered during the connection. The device and software implementation is able to maintain the connection intermittent for at least one hour when powered. This is to ensure that the added intermittent software is stable.
Chapter 5

Implementation

This chapter recapitulates the description of the hardware design we have used in this thesis (and which was presented first in [13]) and describes the implementation of the software that maintains timekeeping and time synchronization to sustain a BLE connection on an energy harvesting device. Section 5.1 describes the hardware design. In Section 5.2 describes the software design.

5.1 Hardware Design

In Figure 5.1 the photo of the early fabricated board from [13], used by us for the software implementation in this project, is shown. In the following sections each component of the presented hardware will be described in more detail.

5.1.1 Power Management

The Nowi NH2D0245 energy harvesting Power Management Integrated Circuits (PMIC) [46] is a DC-DC converter that extracts the low power output from the solar panels [65] using a rectifier. It stores this energy in two Seiko Instruments CPH322A super-capacitors [28] of 11 mF each. The NH2D0245 only operates at 2.5 V and will therefore not boost anything from the solar panel when the voltage drops under this value. This means that if the voltage reaches below this point the whole system will shut down and most likely not recover, since the super-capacitors will not recharge if the DC-DC converter is disabled. The two super-capacitors are placed in parallel powering the Ambiq AM1805 external ultra-low power RTC [1], which is always powered on during operation. The external RTC switches the power of the EYSKBNZWB BLE module [68]. The EYSKBNZWB is built around the Nordic nRF52840 Bluetooth System-on-Chip [43] MCU. The MCU is connected with the Fujitsu MB85RS4MT 512 kB FRAM [18]. The FRAM is connected to the same power source as the MCU, meaning that if the MCU is shutdown by the external RTC it also shuts off the FRAM. Finally an over-voltage protection is added when the voltage from the super-capacitor is over 3.3 V to protect the internal hardware.
5.1.2 Microcontroller

The nRF52840 has a 32-bit ARM Cortex-M4 64 MHz processor chosen for the wide variety of features and power efficiency. The nRF52840 will be further referred to as MCU. The MCU contains all the necessary peripherals such as timers and radio to send and receive BLE packets. External FRAM is added to the system and is connected via the Quad Serial Peripheral Interface (QSPI) to the MCU and is used to store and restore the checkpoints fast and reliable from the MCU. Furthermore the MCU is connected to the external RTC via Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI).
5.1.3 External Real-Time Clock

The Ambiq AM1805 external ultra-low power RTC \cite{1} is used for switching the power of the MCU on/off, time synchronization and timekeeping. The VCC of both the MCU and FRAM are connected to an power switching output (PSW) of the external RTC. The MCU can instruct the external RTC to turn the MCU off (which will also turn off the FRAM) and to turn the MCU on at a given time value via the alarm feature. The alarm feature is configured such that it will switch the power switching output when the alarm value is reached. This means the MCU can determine how long it will be turned off. When the time value has passed, the external RTC will turn the MCU on again with the power switching output via the alarm feature. Also, an output of the external RTC is connected to the General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) input of the MCU which will be switched on whenever the synchronization of the two clocks need to occur. This signal is called the synchronization pulse. More about the functionality of time synchronization will be described in Section 5.2.3.

5.2 Software Design

The software architecture for intermittently-powered networked systems is illustrated in Figure 5.2. The BLE advertising interval is fixed at 2s and the connection interval at 1s. These values are chosen because they are large enough to not deplete the super-capacitors rapidly. When the next connection interval or advertisement is bigger than 250ms the proposed software architecture is executed. When this software is executed first the capacitor voltage will be checked in order to determine if there is enough power in the system or to skip a number of intervals in order to harvest more power. Then the MCU determines the next clock synchronization moment and for how long it has to be turned off. This period is send to the external RTC and used in its alarm feature to turn the MCU on again. Via the external RTC the VCC of the MCU is then turned off. With the external RTC alarm feature the MCU will turn on after this period is over. Then the MCU will boot and run its startup code. Afterwards the checkpoint is restored. The synchronization pulse is set via the alarm feature on the external RTC and when this signal is received the internal RTC\cite{1} will start. Furthermore, the timing and the configuration of the peripherals are restored such that the radio is ready to be used. The MCU will then sleep until the connection interval or advertisement occurs. After that the next connection interval or advertisement is determined again. The proposed software system also includes intermittent advertisements. However, the focus of this thesis and the implementation will be on the intermittent connection, so no evaluation of advertisements are presented here.

In the software architecture presented on Figure 5.2 we can see the BLE software stack, which includes a light-weight Operating System (OS), which is described in Section 5.2.1. The contributions in this thesis are split per different software sections which are added to the OS: the Checkpointing software,\footnote{On the nRF52840 the timer peripheral is called the Real-Time Counter instead of the abbreviation: Real-Time Clock (RTC) used in this thesis. However, to keep it simple we use the same abbreviation for both clocks, while we will precede it with "internal" and "external" to note the difference.}
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Figure 5.2: Software architecture of the intermittent BLE software. Here the different colors indicate different software parts.
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5.2.1 Bluetooth Low Energy Software Stack

The BLE software stack that is used for our implementation is the Packetcraft Protocol Software [47]. This BLE software stack is a newer version of the more elaborate documented ARM Mbed Cordio software stack [38]. The newer version still has all the same core functionalities, but contains BLE version 5.2 instead of 5.1. Packetcraft Protocol Software BLE software stack is chosen mainly for its low-complexity and full accessible code of all the BLE stack layers. Other considerations were: Zephyr [69], Apache NimBLE [2] and Nordic SDK [45]. All software stacks worked on the nRF52840 chip. However, Zephyr and Apache NimBLE implemented both a Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) with a lot of additional features. To be able to store and restore a RTOS would dramatically increase the complexity of the software. The Nordic SDK is less complex, but is closed source which does not give access to the link layer of the BLE stack.

The light-weight OS in Packetcraft Protocol Software is called Wireless Soft-
ware Foundation (WSF) and it can be seen as a loop that checks for OS events, handles timing services and finally sleeps until an interrupt occurs [38]. The radio operations are interrupt driven and are served with the highest priority. The software can be configured with two different clocks: (i) high frequency 1 MHz clock that uses the TIMER peripheral or (ii) the RTC peripheral that uses a 32.768 kHz clock. The latter is the most power efficient and is used for this thesis.

The original Packetcraft Protocol BLE software stack, downloaded from [47], will be referred to as the default BLE software, while the developed intermittent software made for this thesis will be further referred to as the intermittent BLE software. Note that in the BLE software stack there are different BLE applications. These applications are slave device applications with different kind of BLE profiles. For example a fit application that can connect to a master device which can measure heart rate values or a urllib beacon application that advertises URL links. The developed intermittent software is a modified fit application with custom software that removes the fit BLE services. For this work only a custom and empty service is created that will not be used. Furthermore for all applications (intermittent or default) of the software stack two improvements are implemented (i) enabling the DC/DC regulator in the MCU to reduce the power consumption of the radio and (ii) implement CMAKE (written by Jasper de Winkel, direct supervisor of this MSc thesis) which makes adding multiple libraries and building the code easier.

5.2.2 Checkpointing Software

The implemented checkpointing software is MPatch [12]. This software was first presented and used in [11] and then Jasper de Winkel made it compatible for the nRF52840 MCU for [13]. The nRF52840 compatible MPatch software made by Jasper de Winkel is used for this thesis. With MPatch certain consecutive memory regions can be marked as patches. In our design we use these patches to determine before compilation manually what data in the .bss (statically allocated variables) and .data (global and static local values) memory regions need to be checkpointed before the MCU turns off. The less data that needs to be checkpointed the faster the storing and restoring is. Due to the complexity of the BLE stack there have not been much work done on defining what memory regions are critical to checkpoint. This means that more data is checkpointed than is required in some instances, which results in longer checkpoints and more power consumption. The main contribution of this thesis is about placing the checkpoint functions on the correct location in the BLE software stack code.

5.2.3 Timekeeping

The external RTC is used to keep track of the time between power outages of the MCU and to synchronize with the internal RTC of the MCU. When the clocks are synchronized and the exact amount of clock ticks are determined the timing from the MCU can be restored. Synchronization of the clocks is required in order to accurately know how many clock ticks have occurred in the off time of the MCU. This accuracy is required to know when the radio should be active and receive during the connection. In addition having clock tick accuracy will keep the radio receive window of the slave device small, which will reduce the
power consumption. The written synchronization software of the clocks, used in this thesis, is developed in collaboration with Jasper de Winkel and is also used in [13]. The time synchronization between the internal and external RTC and the restoration of timing will be described separately below.

Time Synchronisation

The MCU and the external RTC, which will be synchronized with the internal RTC after the MCU is booted up. Both the external RTC and the internal RTC in the MCU are using 32.768 kHz timers. To have both clocks synchronized for one clock tick on the external RTC one clock tick must also happen on the MCU. This can be achieved by starting the internal RTC on the MCU exactly when one clock tick on the external RTC occurs via an interrupt generated by the external RTC. Unfortunately on the external RTC chip Ambiq AM1805 [1] there are no registers to read the exact amount of clock ticks of the 32.768 kHz clock. Also there is no way to switch an output (or to generate) some interrupt on exactly one clock tick of the 32.768 kHz clock. The only way to read out or set the time of the clock is in years, months, date, hours, minutes, seconds and hundreds of a second. This means that hundreds (steps of 10 ms) is the most accurate time value that can be read or used for features such as an alarm, that can switch an output from the external RTC when a defined time value is reached (in steps of 10 ms). There are however time values which can be used to generate an interrupt that have exact amount of ticks of the 32.768 kHz clock and which is also divisible by 10 ms. For instance one second has exactly 32768 ticks, which is 100 times 10 ms. When we divide this by 4 we got 250 ms with exactly 8192 ticks or 25 times 10 ms. This is the lowest amount of time that is divisible by 10 ms and has an exact amount of clock ticks from a 32.768 kHz clock. This means that in intervals of 250 ms the clock can be synchronized with the MCU. Since the external RTC starts with 0 ticks we know that on every 250 ms interval exactly 8192 clock ticks have occurred. Note that on every multiple of 250 ms on the external RTC a synchronization moment is possible for the MCU. This is why in order to have intermittent operation the next connection interval or advertisement needs to be bigger than 250 ms.

The MCU will use the alarm feature from the external RTC for two things: (i) to turn on the power from the MCU (ii) to send a signal (called the synchronization pulse) to the GPIO of the MCU that will generate an interrupt to start the internal 32.768 kHz RTC (which will synchronize the clocks). The alarm time for when the MCU should be turned on is determined by when the synchronization can happen. Thus the MCU must be turned on before the synchronization pulse. The synchronization pulse is the last synchronization moment before the connection interval (which is the last multiple of 250 ms before the connection interval). The time when the MCU is turned on and when the synchronization happens is fixed at 20 ms and is used for booting the MCU and restoring the code from the checkpoint. In Figure 5.3 the procedure of the communication between the external RTC and MCU for time synchronization is shown.

This solution however leads up to additional overhead between the synchronization pulse and the connection interval. If, for example, the connection interval is at 900 ms from the perspective of the external RTC than the last possible synchronization moment is at 750 ms (the last multiple of 250 ms before the connection interval). This leaves 150 ms of time between the synchronization...
Figure 5.3: Procedure of time synchronization between external RTC and MCU. Here the $\Delta C$ is the current time of the external RTC, $\Delta E$ is the next connection interval time projected on the external RTC time, $\Delta P$ the synchronization moment which is the last 250 ms multiple before the connection interval and $\Delta T$ the wake up time for the MCU which is 20 ms before the synchronization moment such that the MCU can boot up and restore the checkpoint.

pulse and the connection interval. During this overhead the MCU has to sleep most of the time to be as energy-efficient as possible. This overhead however can be reduced by moving the anchor point of the connection interval closer to the synchronization pulse or vice versa. The anchor point is the starting time of the connection interval and can be reduced via two methods: (i) changing the clock speed of the external RTC and (ii) changing the connection interval temporarily on the MCU. By changing the clock speed of the external RTC to be slightly faster than the internal RTC of the MCU the synchronization pulse will move slightly closer to the anchor point of the connection interval. Then also the receive window of the MCU radio has to be increased due to the more inaccurate clock. This method works but leaves the radio on for longer at every connection interval and can take up to 10 minutes in order to reduce the gap significantly, thus will not be further discussed here. However, changing the connection interval temporarily can reduce the overhead much faster. The MCU is programmed such that it can detect this overhead and if this overhead is above 150 ms it will change the connection interval from 1 s to 990 ms. This change in the connection
parameters is done from the slave device, which is typically done from the master
device. When the time between the synchronization pulse and connection interval
is between 105 ms and 125 ms the connection interval is updated again. This
is because it takes usually about 7 to 8 BLE connection intervals before the con-
nection interval is actually changed. This way the time between the synchron-
ization pulse and the connection interval will be around 25 – 55 ms most of the
time. However, it is required that the master device cannot does not change the
anchor point of the connection interval when the connection interval is changed.
When this method was tested with the nRF Connect app for Android [39] as a
master device it became clear that the Android OS schedules the anchor point
of the connection interval at a random time. This way we cannot predict where
the anchor point will be when we change the connection interval. With the nRF
Connect app for PC [40] as a master device this is predictable and is therefore
used as the master application. Changing the connection interval is usually
done by the master device but the slave device can request a connection para-
meter update via the L2CAP_CONNECTION_PARAMETER_UPDATE_REQ
[20, volume 3, page 1069] command. This packet is send with the update request
command along with the new connection parameters: the maximum connection
interval, minimum connection interval, slave latency and supervision timeout.
However, the master device has to accept these new connection parameters,
which will be the case with our master device. The master will then send a
LL_CONNECTION_UPDATE_IND [20, volume 6, page 3035] with the updated
values and the connection parameters are changed at a specific connection inter-
val indicated by the master. With the new feature of changing the connection
interval slightly in order to reduce the time between the synchronization pulse
and the connection interval, there is a bug that sometimes when the connec-
tion interval is changed at the start of the connection, the connection interval
is not updated correctly and the connection fails. This is a bug that has not
been resolved yet and due to the low likelihood of this problem it is not further
investigated.

**Time Restoration**

Time for state restoration is required in order to accurately determine the next
connection interval after the MCU is turned on. The BLE software will schedule
the next connection interval in the RTC compare register after the radio op-
erations are done. When the MCU is turned off all the peripheral registers are
cleared. Also the internal RTC counter value always starts at zero and cannot
be set to another value.

In order to set the right value of the next connection interval after the MCU
is turned on the external RTC is used as the main clock of the system. This
can be done by using the synchronization pulse time and the internal RTC. We
know that when the synchronization pulse occurs the external RTC clock has
an exact amount of RTC ticks and the internal RTC clock will start when the
synchronization pulse occurs. When the synchronization pulse time is converted
to RTC ticks and then added with the internal RTC ticks the total amount of
RTC ticks can be determined. Note that the external RTC has time value
registers that need to be converted to 32.768 kHz RTC ticks. This way, even

\[2\] The compare register is a register where a RTC clock tick value can be set which is used
to generate an interrupt or start an event in the software.
during power failures when the internal RTC ticks are reset to zero, the MCU can still determine the total elapsed time. Since the RTC counter value will always start at zero and cannot be set to another value a compensation value is used to convert the time on the MCU to the time on the external RTC. The compensation value is the last synchronization pulse time, where the external RTC time is converted to internal RTC ticks. Throughout the whole BLE software stack there is one set of function calls made to the internal RTC to read out the counter value, to set the compare register value or to read out the compare register value. By embedding the compensation value in this set of function calls to the internal RTC functions, from the BLE software stack perspective, the clocks have not been reset. If, for example, the counter value of the internal RTC then is required by the BLE software stack, the current internal RTC ticks are then added to the compensation value. This way when the MCU has been rebooted the time value that is then returned with the compensation value will resemble the actual elapsed time value instead of the internal RTC tick value that starts at zero after the reboot. Note that the internal RTC is a 24 bit counter and thus wraps around the timer.

In this implementation and the results constructed for this thesis there is an error made in setting the compensation value, where the internal RTC counter value is added to the synchronization pulse time to construct the compensation value. This was done in order to have the exact time stamp in RTC ticks in the function that sets the compensation value. However, if the current RTC time value is read by the BLE software stack with the compensation value, the RTC ticks that were added for the compensation value are then added twice (one time for constructing the compensation value and then added with the compensation value itself). Since these RTC ticks are one to at most two RTC ticks this has not been detected during testing and to the best of our knowledge did not interfere with the stability of the system.

The external RTC has an accurate 32.768 kHz crystal and the error value is measured at around 10 ppm. When we configure the MCU with the default 20 ppm clock accuracy that is also used for the internal RTC, the radio receive window will miss the data packet of the master device usually within a minute. However, when the MCU is configured at 50 ppm the receive window will not miss the data packet from the master device for more than an hour. This extra inaccuracy is probably the cause of the conversions that are done from the external RTC time to the internal RTC time and vice versa. Also, the interrupt of the synchronization pulse that starts the internal RTC does have a slight delay which could cause that slight inaccuracy. Finally note that for unknown reasons when two devices are connected with the intermittent BLE software the connection times out at around 4000 s. After setting the radio receive window to the maximum value we excluded the possibility that a clock drift will timeout the connection. Currently the cause of this problem is not know since it is time consuming to fix this problem. Therefore this bug is not solved for this thesis.

5.2.4 Connection Interval Adaptation Algorithm

The connection interval adaptation algorithm is implemented such that the data rate adapts to the VCC voltage level of the MCU. The assumption is that an intermittent operating BLE device should be aware of the energy budget that it has. By monitoring the VCC voltage of the MCU (which is connected to
the super-capacitors) the MCU is aware of its power budget. This way the MCU can determine what data rate it want to operate depending on how much voltage is measured at the super-capacitors. The VCC is chosen, because the super-capacitor is connected to the VCC of the MCU. The MCU can measure the voltage with the Successive Approximation Analog-to-Digital Converter (SAADC) peripheral. The software for the connection interval skips is a modified version of the slave latency code that was present in the BLE software stack.

In Figure 5.4 the connection interval adaptation algorithm is presented. First the voltage of the super-capacitors is read (sample). The first time the algorithm is executed the starting point of the connection interval skips is determined (init_skips(sample)). The starting points in the init_skips function were determined by trial and error. Whenever the super-capacitors were fully charged via the USB connection, the super-capacitors were charged at 3 V. Since the voltage measurement of the super-capacitor is done after the connection interval for the intermittent BLE software, the measured voltage is typically around 2.9 V. At the start there are always at least two connection interval skips, this is because zero connection interval skips has a high power consumption and not to much power is lost at the start of the measurements. Furthermore, the MCU will not continue operation when the voltage is measured at around 1.7 V. That is why at 2.2 V the maximum number of connection interval skips are chosen to have a buffer for the system to harvest more energy. The other starting point values between 2.2 V and 2.8 V were spread equally in steps of 0.1 V (except at 2.8 V).

After the initialization the algorithm will always check the sample value to determine if the skips need to change by checking if the voltage has dropped or increased by 0.1 V (indicated in blue as v in Figure 5.4). This is done by checking the old_sample value, which is the value that is saved whenever the skips are changed. The old_sample value is checked, because the voltage over the capacitors increase or decrease gradually. By comparing it with this old value from when the connection interval skips were changed, we only change the skips whenever a bigger change occurs (in our implementation at least 0.1 V). This 0.1 V is determined by trial and error and was chosen due to the good balance between not changing the connection interval to often due to the fluctuation between measurements and still have an accurate enough measuring range to detect significant changes. After testing with values bigger than 0.1 V, the adaptation of the connection interval skips was slow. Especially in a low power setting where not much energy was harvested a lot power power was wasted since it had to drop a significant voltage level. Otherwise, when testing with smaller values than 0.1 V the connection interval skips would change to often and would sometimes keep changing between two values due to the different fluctuations in the measured super-capacitor voltage.

When the voltage of the super-capacitor has increased with 0.1 V, there will be subtracted five (indicated in red as n in Figure 5.4) from the total amount of connection interval skips with a minimum of zero connection interval skips. Also, when the voltage of the super-capacitor has decreased with 0.1 V, then there will be added five (indicated in red as n in Figure 5.4) to the total amount of connection interval skips with a maximum of 30 connection interval skips. The number five was chosen since there are six steps of 0.1 V between 2.2 V and 2.8 V and a total of 30 connection interval skips. Note at line 15 of Figure
Figure 5.4: Pseudo code for the connection interval skip adaptation algorithm. Here the number of skips (red) "n = 5" and the voltage of when the connection interval skips will change depending on the previous voltage level of when the connection interval skips were changed is at (blue) "v = 0.1 V". The starting point of connection interval skips in the function "init_skips()" is constructed depending on the values "n" and "v".

5.4, if the connection interval skips are zero and is required to increase, the connection interval skips is only increased by one. This is done, because when there is a lot of energy in the system the measured voltage fluctuates heavily around 0.1 V, which is most likely due to the high data rate that has a high power consumption from the MCU. Adding this value of one does not make the connection fluctuate heavily between zero and five connection interval skips, but between zero and one connection interval skips which improves the data rate significantly.

The connection interval skips for the connection interval adaptation algorithm is different from the BLE slave latency, because it can change the number of connection interval skips depending on the voltage level while the BLE slave latency is a connection parameter that has to be changed with acceptance from the master device. In addition, the connection interval skips for the connection interval adaptation algorithm can skip up to 30 connection interval skips. This is more than the BLE slave latency, which ranges from zero to (connSupervisionTimeout / (connIntervalMax × 2)) - 1) (for the BLE 5.2 specification [20, volume 3, page 1071]). This is possible since the maximum super vision timeout for each connection can be configured to 32 s. If then the connection interval is set to 1 s, the BLE protocol will allow for 31 connection interval skips of 1 s to be skipped as long as the last second a data packet is exchanged between the master and slave. However, operating on these boundaries will reduce the reliability of the connection. This is why this configuration is typically not recommended. In order to improve the reliability of the connection a feature is
added to the code that when the connection interval skips is bigger than 15 and a packet from the master device is not detected at the connection interval, the slave device will not skip any connection intervals until a packet from the master device is received. Note that the master device is not aware of the connection intervals skips and thus will send at every connection interval a packet to the slave device. The maximum connection interval skips is capped at 30, such that when at 30 connection interval skips a packet is missed the slave device has at least 2 more data packets that it can receive from the master device. This way some additional reliability in the connection is added. The advantages of the connection adaptation algorithm is that there is no connection update via the master device required in order to skip a different connection interval and more connection intervals can be skipped compared to what the BLE 5.2 specification slave latency allows. This way more power can be saved when the MCU is turned off. The disadvantages of the connection adaptation algorithm is that data packets are delayed, the data rate is low and a less reliable connection when data rate is very low (more than 15 connection interval skips).

There is however a conflict when during connection skips also the connection parameters need to be updated. If the master device decides to update the connection between skips the slave device must consider this change in order to have the correct timing of the connection intervals. This is done by turning on the MCU at the connection interval the connection parameter is changed. This way there do not have to be taken into account two connection intervals during the skips, which will reduce the complexity. After that the connection interval adaptation algorithm will determine the skips as explained before. Also a bug is detected from the default BLE software, where the first four connection intervals cannot be skipped when the skips are greater than 14. This is fixed by simply never skip the first four connection intervals.
Chapter 6

Evaluation Results

This chapter presents the results of maintaining a BLE connection, timekeeping during power failures and synchronizing time on a solar energy harvesting device. Section 6.1 describes the setup for the experiments. Section 6.2 presents the power consumption of the proposed software stack (further referred to as intermittent BLE software) and the power consumption during a connection will be compared with the non-intermittent default Packetcraft Protocol Software (further referred as default BLE software). Section 6.3 shows a theoretical model that is constructed from power measurements, and will present the connection interval skip value at which the intermittent BLE software is more power efficient than the default BLE software. Note that for the default BLE software the connection interval skips are configured via the BLE slave latency (described in 3.3.2), while for the intermittent BLE software the connection interval skips are done by actually skipping connection intervals (as described in 5.2.4). Furthermore, this section presents an experiment that will test the previous mentioned model, by comparing the connection time for different fixed connection interval skips for both the intermittent and default BLE software in a low light condition. Finally, Section 6.4 presents the experiments of the connection interval adaptation algorithm under various light conditions and will show how the connection interval skips will adjust to the light intensity.

6.1 Experiment Setup

In Figure 6.1 the experiment is shown. In this setup a solar panel is placed in a cardboard box with a controllable Philips Hue white ambient light source [48]. This way the solar panel is shielded from other light sources. The Saleae Logic pro 8 logic analyzer [51] is connected to the intermittent device and laptop to trace the status of the radio, the voltage over the super-capacitor (VBAT), the VCC of the MCU and the voltage of the solar panels (VSOL). The trace of the Saleae logic pro 8 is debugged on the laptop with the Logic 2 software version 2.3.37. There are two nRF52 Development Kits added to the setup [42], one with nRF sniffer [41] version 3.1.0 software that will live capture Bluetooth packets with Wireshark version 3.4.8, and the second development kit acts as a programming tool and debugger for the intermittent device. Also the nRF52 Dongle [44] is connected to the laptop and is the master BLE device. This
Figure 6.1: Setup intermittent BLE measurements: (A) the laptop that is connected to the nRF52 Development Kits, nRF52 Dongle and the Saleae logic pro 8. Also it runs the Wireshark analyzing tool, nRF Connect App for PC and the Saleae Logic 2 software, (B) nRF52 Dongle, (C) nRF52 Development Kit (debugging and programming), (D) nRF52 Development Kit (capturing packets with nRF Sniffer), (E) Saleae Logic pro 8, (F) the intermittent BLE device, (G) Philips Hue ambient white lamp, (H) AM-1513CA solar panel.

master device is configured and programmed via the nRF Connect App for PC version 3.0.0 on the laptop.

For our experiments a custom application is used for both the intermittent software and the default BLE software. The custom application is a stripped down version of the heart rate application from the default BLE software and has one custom service that is not used for these measurements. This way only empty packets will be exchanged after the service discovery has been done. Furthermore all the software files are build with debug and UART mode off to further reduce the power consumption.

6.2 Power Consumption Measurements

The goal of this experiment is to compare the power consumption of the connection interval of the default BLE software with the intermittent BLE software to determine the overhead and when the intermittent software is more power efficient than the default software. In order to measure the power consumption the X-NUCLEO-LPM01A (STM32 power shield) is used as a power
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Time (ms)</th>
<th>Energy (µJ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Pre-processing</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Radio: RX &amp; TX</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>7.486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Post-processing</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.53</strong></td>
<td><strong>10.064</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Time (ms)</th>
<th>Energy (µJ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Booting</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>42.610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Startup code</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>25.606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Restoring checkpoint</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>91.520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Sleep: wait for sync. pulse</td>
<td>16.25</td>
<td>40.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Restore timing &amp; pre-processing</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>2.991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Sleep: wait for connection interval</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>81.738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Radio: RX &amp; TX</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>7.930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Power saving algorithm</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>2.919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Checkpoint</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>86.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Post-processing, turn off MCU</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>3.639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>72.63</strong></td>
<td><strong>385.228</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Power consumption and time of the labels showed in Figure 6.2 of the default BLE software and the intermittent BLE software.

source instead of the solar panel and is configured to power the system at 3 V. With the X-NUCLEO-LPM01A the current in Ampère and power in µJ can be measured and monitored with the STM32 Cube Monitor [56] software tool. The advantage is that with the X-NUCLEO-LPM01A we can accurately measure the MCU-off current between connection intervals of the intermittent BLE software. However, the STM32 Cube Monitor tool has a very poor and inaccurate way of measuring small time values of µs, resulting in less accurate time measurements.

In this experiment the power consumption of fixed connection interval skip zero and 14 are measured for ten minutes. For the default BLE software the slave latency is configured on the master with nRF Connect App for PC software. For the intermittent BLE software the connection interval skips are programmed in the code. The power consumption of the minimum and maximum connection interval skips were measured such that with linear scaling all the connection interval skip values inbetween can be calculated.

In Figure [6.2] the power consumption of a connection interval is shown for both the default and intermittent BLE software at connection interval skip 0. In Table [6.1] the energy values are given for all events labeled in the figure. The results show that our implementation of the active part of the intermittent connection interval takes roughly 47 times longer in time and costs approximately 38 times more energy at zero connection interval skips. A note of caution is due here since this is not the power consumption of the whole connection interval that includes the sleep or off time.

The main advantage of the intermittent BLE software is that it turns off the MCU between connection intervals. This means that the longer the MCU is turned off the more power efficient the intermittent solution becomes. In Table
Figure 6.2: Power consumption of an empty connection interval packet without the sleep/off time: (Top) default BLE software and (Bottom) Intermittent BLE software. Both measurements were configured with a connection interval of one second and zero connection interval skips. The time and energy of the labeled parts are defined in Table 6.1.

The total power consumption is shown, that includes the sleep or off time, of connection interval skips zero and 14. It is interesting to observe that with 14 connection interval skips the intermittent BLE software is almost two times more power efficient. This is primarily due to difference between the default BLE software’s sleep current at roughly 25 μA, and the MCU-off current of the intermittent BLE software at roughly 3 μA. Since the longer the MCU is not active, the more impact this difference will have and this will result in that the intermittent BLE software eventually will be more power efficient. However, at zero connection interval skips the default BLE software is almost five times more power efficient than the intermittent BLE software.

Knowing the power consumption at connection interval skips zero and 14, we can estimate the power consumption of the connection interval skip values inbetween. A model is constructed that shows the power consumption of the connection interval skip values ranging from zero to 14. From this model we can determine what number of connection interval skips the intermittent BLE
Table 6.2: Comparison between the default and intermittent BLE software of the power consumption and time at zero and 14 connection interval skips of the whole connection interval. This includes the sleep time for the default BLE software and the off time for the intermittent BLE software.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connection Interval Skips</th>
<th>Default BLE Software</th>
<th>Intermittent BLE Software</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time (s)</td>
<td>Energy (µJ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>86.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>15.019</td>
<td>1110.391</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Software is more power efficient than the default BLE software. A model is chosen over measuring every individual connection interval skip, mainly because each measurement took a considerable amount of time (around 30 minutes) and this was not feasible for 28 measurements.

The connection interval skip values in-between zero and 14 in the model are determined by applying linear scaling between the measurement from zero connection interval skips and 14 connection interval skips for both the default and intermittent BLE software. In order to apply the linear scaling correctly, five random connection intervals per measurement are taken and then for each individual BLE software part the computation time and power consumption is determined. Five connection intervals for each measurement was chosen to determine the average value for each individual software part. Furthermore, the BLE software parts are the functions presented in Table 6.1. The sleep function between the connection intervals for default BLE software and the MCU turned off for the intermittent BLE software. Since not all software parts have the same power consumption per unit of time, the linear scaling is not applied to the total computation time and power consumption of one connection interval but to their individual software parts. Then the computation time and power consumption of all the software parts are added together and each connection interval skip value is determined. Note that not all software parts have been applied to linear scaling but only to a few. Most of the software parts, such as storing or restoring a checkpoint will have a fixed computation time and power consumption. But there are four software parts identified that will have a variable computation time and power consumption: (i) The radio receive window for both the default and intermittent BLE software that will increase when the number of connection interval skips increase, (ii) the time between the synchronization pulse and the connection interval for the intermittent BLE software that will vary depending on the anchor point of the connection interval, (iii) the sleep function between connection intervals from the default BLE software that will increase when more connection interval skips occur and (iv) the MCU-off time between connection intervals from the intermittent BLE software that will increase when more connection interval skips occur. The external RTC is always turned on, also for the default BLE software while the external RTC is not used. Since this is such a low powered device (100 nA) it is not deducted from the power consumption calculation due to the negligible impact. Finally to construct the total power consumption for each connection interval skip the software parts with fixed power consumption is added with corresponding variable
Figure 6.3: Calculated power consumption for a connection interval of one second at different connection interval skips of the default and intermittent BLE software. For the intermittent BLE software the whole range of the overhead of the time between the synchronization pulse and the connection interval is added. The blue dots indicate the intersection between the power consumption of the default BLE software and the intermittent BLE software at the lowest, middle and highest overhead from the time between the synchronization pulse and the connection interval.

power consumption part.

In Figure 6.3 the model of the power consumption for the default BLE software and the connection interval skips of the intermittent BLE software is shown for each connection interval skip between zero and 14. In addition the overhead of the time between synchronization pulse and connection interval is shown ranging between zero and 250 ms. This shows the variation of which the intermittent BLE software can run depending on this overhead. The figure shows that in the most ideal case where there is no time overhead between synchronization pulse and connection interval with 4 connection interval skips the intermittent BLE software is more power efficient than the default BLE software.

6.2.1 Key Insights from Power Consumption Measurements

The results of the power consumption measurements show that with 14 connection interval skips at one second connection interval the intermittent BLE
software is almost two times more power efficient than the default BLE software while at zero connection interval skips the default BLE software is five times more power efficient. In addition, the overhead from the active parts of the software (not when the MCU is sleeping or turned off) for the intermittent BLE software takes roughly 47 times longer in time and costs approximately 38 times more energy at zero connection interval skips than the default BLE software. The biggest overhead is rebooting, run the startup code, storing and restoring of the checkpoints, and the idle time between the synchronization pulse and the connection interval. The overhead could be reduced by choosing an MCU that boots faster or more power efficient, optimize the startup code (if possible), operate in FRAM instead of SRAM to remove the overhead of storing and restoring to external memory, move the anchor point of the connection in order to reduce the time between the synchronization pulse and the connection interval, and finally, have an external RTC that can synchronize the clocks in smaller intervals than 250 ms in order to reduce the time between the synchronization pulse and the connection interval. With the model that is created it is determined that between four and 12 connection interval skips the intermittent BLE software is more power efficient depending on the time between the synchronization pulse and the connection interval. This is because the power saved from the intermittent BLE software by turning off the MCU is more than the added overhead of intermittent operation and thus will result in a lower power consumption than the default BLE software. It must be emphasised though that this result comes from the proposed theoretical model that only depends on the data from power measurements of the 14 connection interval skips and the zero connection interval skips for both the intermittent and default BLE software. In other words, more measurements need to be performed in order to verify its correctness.

6.3 Connection Time Measurements

The results of the power consumption model, given in previous section, shows that in theory the intermittent BLE software can be more power efficient than the default BLE software. In the next experiment presented here this model is tested in order to determine if the model is correct. This is done by measuring the total connection time up until the device runs out of energy of both the default and intermittent BLE software. The goal is to measure for connection interval skips 0, 5, 10 and 14 the total connection time for both the default and intermittent BLE software. Two measurements are done for each connection interval skips and the average is determined. During the experiment, at the start of each measurement, the voltage in the super-capacitor will be charged fully via the USB connection. Also, the power supply will remain constant and the solar panel is placed in a fixed low light setting for all measurements at 300 lx. The 300 lx value is chosen such that for most configurations the measurements will not have enough energy to last more than an hour. This is to determine the total connection time within reasonable time and because there is a bug that will terminate all connections at around 4000 s. Moreover, 300 lx is a typical indoor light level for most rooms in a house [3]. Before the connection starts the USB cable that powers the MCU is removed at the same time the master device will attempt to connect to the slave device, such that the super-capacitor...
will approximately have the same voltage at the start of each measurements.

In Figure 6.4 the average connection time for both the default and intermittent BLE software is shown at connection interval skips 0, 5, 10 and 14. It is interesting to observe that the connection time of the default BLE software does not change as much when the connection interval skips increased compared to the intermittent BLE software. At zero connection interval skips the intermittent BLE software has approximately one-tenth of the connection time of the default BLE software, while at 14 connection interval skips the intermittent BLE software has approximately double the connection time compared to the default BLE software. The data from these measurements can be compared with the model in Figure 6.3. Here we can see the same trend that first the default BLE software is more power efficient but when the connection interval skips increases the intermittent BLE software becomes more power efficient. From the measurements it is determined that between 5 and 10 connection interval skips the intermittent BLE software is more power efficient. This is also what can be made out of the model. These measurements confirm that the intermittent BLE software can be more power efficient when the amount of connection interval skips increases. However, one limitation of this experiment is that a small data set is used. The connection time for some measurements did vary significantly for some measurements. For example for the intermittent BLE software at 5 connection interval skips the connection times were measured at 814.478 s and 678.128 s which is 746.303 s average. The variable connection time from the measurements at the same connection interval skips can be caused by several factors, such as the voltage in the super-capacitor will never be exactly the same at the start of each connection. Also for the intermittent BLE software, the anchor point of the connection interval is different for each connection, which affects the time between the synchronization pulse and the connection interval. Finally, during the measurement of the intermittent BLE software at 14 connection interval skips one measurement failed early at around 1000 s when trying to change the connection interval. The cause of this problem is not found but most likely the master device terminated the connection, since the slave device was advertising afterwards.

6.3.1 Key Insights from Connection Time Measurements

The results of the connection time measurements show that a BLE connection is maintained for almost an hour at 300 lx and be almost two times more power efficient than the default BLE software at 14 connection interval skips and a connection interval of one second. The point where the intermittent BLE software is more power efficient is around 10 connection interval skips. This proves that the intermittent BLE software is more power efficient from a range of at least 10 to 14 connection interval skips at a connection interval of one second than the default BLE software. Also small factors can change the connection time such as, the voltage in the super-capacitor at the start of the measurement will never be exactly the same value, the solar panel can be slightly moved between measurements and temperature can influence
6.4 Connection Interval Adaptation Algorithm Measurements

Finally, with two experiments the connection interval adaptation algorithm (shown in Figure 5.4) is tested, where the device is put under multiple light conditions in order to determine how the algorithm adapts the connection interval skips to the light intensity. The goal of these experiments are to determine the effectiveness of the connection interval adaptation algorithm and to determine if the connection interval adaptation algorithm can increase the connection time of the intermittent BLE software.

In the first experiment two measurements are done with the intermittent BLE software, one with the connection interval adaptation algorithm and the other without the connection interval adaptation algorithm (fixed at 14 connection interval skips). For both measurements, the solar panel is exposed to a fixed light scenario of 300 lx. The goal of the first experiment is to determine if the connection time increases with the connection interval adaptation algorithm compared to the fixed 14 connection interval skips that was presented in 6.3 and to determine the effect of the connection interval adaptation algorithm on the VCC voltage. The VCC voltage of the MCU is measured, because the connection interval adaptation algorithm will select the connection interval skips based on the VCC voltage of the MCU. The 14 connection interval skips are chosen, since this was the most power efficient intermittent BLE connection. Note that by measuring the VCC of the MCU, the voltage of the super-capacitor is measured.

In the second experiment also two measurements are done with the intermittent BLE software, one with the connection interval adaptation algorithm
and the other without the connection interval adaptation algorithm (fixed at 14 connection interval skips). However here for both measurements the solar panel is exposed to a series of different light scenarios: first four minutes no light, then four minutes at 100%, then four minutes at 25%, four minutes at 50%, four minutes at 75%, four minutes at 100% and finally no light until the device will have its power depleted. The goal of the second experiment is to determine how effective the connection interval adaptation algorithm responds to increases and decreases in the voltage of the VCC. The extreme light values were chosen to see changes of the VCC faster in a smaller time window. The current setup is not very reactive to small light changes at low light strengths, such as 300 lx, due to the relative big super-capacitors and only one solar panel. The specific light scenario is chosen for two reasons: (i) to see how the connection interval adaptation algorithm reacts to sudden changes of the energy input (at the start no light and then suddenly 100%) and (ii) when the energy input gradually increases (the increasing steps from 0% to 100%).

For the setup of both experiments the solar panel is placed in a closed cardboard box and the light source is regulated in one of six different scenarios (depending on the measurement): no light (10 lx), 17% (300 lx), 25% (630 lx), 50% (2550 lx), 75% (3645 lx) and 100% (6565 lx) light intensity. Furthermore, the lamp can be set to a color scene and is configured in the "Concentrate" light scene on the Philips Hue Bluetooth app [49] version 1.34.0, since this was the brightest light scene that was available. The connection is established from the master device (nRF52 Dongle) on the nRF Connect App for PC with the connection interval of one second and zero connection interval skips. Also, the super-capacitors were fully charged during advertisement and when the connection request was send the USB power of the intermittent device was unplugged.

The results are constructed by mapping the light strength, connection interval skips and the VCC of the MCU to the same timeline. The connection interval skips and the measured voltage of the MCU are retrieved from the intermittent BLE software. This is possible due to the FRAM that is in the system that can store these values and can be debugged after the measurements are done. The light strength is configured manually in the Philips Hue Bluetooth app. With the logic analyser the voltage of the solar panel, the VCC of the MCU and the radio events are monitored. This way the light strength can be mapped to the connection interval skips (for the second measurement). Finally, with the Wireshark monitoring tool all packets of the connection are monitored and timestamped. With this data everything can be mapped to one timeline. Note that during the experiments the connection interval also was changed in order to reduce the time between the synchronization pulse and the connection interval. These connection interval skips are not included to the figures since they are not part of the algorithm and the state of the battery.

In Figure 6.5 the results of the first experiment is shown. The results show that the connection time with the connection interval adaptation algorithm has increased with roughly 600 s compared to the fixed 14 connection interval skips. However, the connection time with the connection adaptation algorithm most like could be increased, since the voltage of the VCC was at 2.4 V when the connection was timed out due to the bug described in Section 5.2.3. The VCC voltage decay with the connection interval adaptation algorithm does not decrease as much as without the connection interval adaptation algorithm. With the connection interval adaptation algorithm there is even an increase in the
voltage of the VCC at around 2500 s. The voltage drops for the measurement with the connection interval adaptation algorithm at around 1300 s and 3000 s, are when the connection interval changes in order to reduce the gap between the synchronization pulse and the connection interval. This increase the power consumption, since the data rate is changed here for a short duration. When comparing both measurements the average connection interval skips with the connection interval adaptation algorithm is 17.98 compared to 14 for the fixed connection interval skips. This means that the data rate is lower when using the connection interval adaptation algorithm. However, the voltage in the VCC with the connection interval adaptation algorithm does not decline as much as with the fixed connection interval skips. This is because of the increase in connection interval skips, since the connection interval adaptation algorithm can skip beyond the 14 connection interval skips and thus save more power.

In Figure 6.6 the results of the second experiment is shown. The results show that with the same light scenario the connection interval adaptation algorithm increases the connection time. This is because of the increased connection interval skips beyond 14 than can be achieved with the connection interval adaptation algorithm. Also, when comparing the VCC voltage it shows that with the connection interval adaptation algorithm the voltage fluctuates more when the light is at 100%. This is because the data rate is high here (between zero and one connection interval skip) that does increase the power consumption significantly. Furthermore, at around 1000 s the VCC voltage of the connection adaptation algorithm is at almost 2.5 V compared to the fixed 14 connection interval skips at around 2.75 V. This is because the connection interval adaptation algorithm requires to have the voltage dropped in order to increase the connection interval skips, which takes time and in this case more energy. The average connection interval skips with the connection interval adaptation algorithm is 18.37, which is higher than the 14 connection interval skips mainly because of the 30 connection interval skips at the end of the measurement. However, for the connection interval adaptation algorithm the connection interval skips adapts to the VCC voltage of the MCU and thus utilizes the energy more effective by being able to be more active when the voltage is high in the super-capacitor.

6.4.1 Key Insights from Connection Interval Adaptation Algorithm Measurements

The results from both experiments show that the connection interval adaptation algorithm can increase the connection time of an intermittent BLE connection. This is primarily because the connection interval adaptation algorithm can skip more connection intervals than the current BLE 5.2 specification allows for at 15 connection intervals (for our implementation 14). When comparing the VCC of the connection adaptation algorithm measurements with the fixed connection interval skips measurements, it also shows that the connection adaptation algorithm can reduce the decay of the voltage in the VCC by increasing the connection interval skips. This will stabilize the voltage of the VCC, which will increase the connection time. However, the results also show that the data rate of the connection can decrease during low light settings due to the connection interval adaptation algorithm. Furthermore the connection interval adaptation algorithm can only change the connection interval skips depending on the increase or decrease of VCC voltage. This means that currently the connection
Figure 6.5: **Experiment 1:** The connection interval skips and the voltage of the VCC of the MCU at 300 lx during an intermittent BLE connection for (top) fixed at 14 of connection interval skips and (bottom) the connection interval adaptation algorithm. The connection parameters for both measurements is one second connection interval and zero connection interval skips.

introduction adaptation algorithm cannot preemptively reduce the connection interval skips if less energy is harvested, but only when the voltage drops. For this implementation the VCC voltages are mapped to the connection interval skips. More ideal would be that the connection interval adaptation algorithm could also implement the charging or discharging rate of the super-capacitor in order to change the connection interval skips more preemptively without having the voltage to drop to a certain level in order to have the maximum amount of skips. Moreover, the results must be interpreted with caution, since there
are only four measurements compared here. More measurements must be done in order to fully back up the previous described claims. There was chosen for only a small data set, since these experiments take a considerable amount of time. Also, the light scenarios are not comparable with real life scenarios and the connection interval adaptation algorithm might not be suitable for every application. Finally, with these experiments the goal was to determine if the connection adaptation algorithm is effective and if the connection time could be further increased compared to the fixed connection interval skips, which is shown here.
Figure 6.6: Experiment 2: The connection interval skips and the voltage of the VCC of the MCU at 300 lx during an intermittent BLE connection with a fixed light scenario (top) fixed at 14 of connection interval skips and (bottom) the connection interval adaptation algorithm. The connection parameters for both measurements is one second connection interval and zero connection interval skips.
Chapter 7

Limitations and Future Work

This chapter describes the limitations and future work for this thesis. In Section 7.1 the limitation of this thesis is described. In Section 7.2 the recommendations for future work are presented.

7.1 Limitations

In the following subsections the limitations of this project are described.

7.1.1 Maybe Long Term Deployment Need To Be Tested?

The current implementation does not allow for long deployment testing due to a software bug in the intermittent BLE software (described in Section 5.2.3) that will timeout the connection at around 4000 s. This timeout does not occur with the default BLE software and is not related to a clock drifting issue, since the connection timed out even when tested with the maximum receive window. Trying to fix the bug was time consuming and the bug is not resolved yet. Most likely the cause of the bug is due to the intermittent BLE software a variable is reaching a limit that will cause the timeout.

Also, the Nowi NH2D0245 PMIC DC-DC converter does not operate under 2.5 V, meaning that when the voltage reaches under 2.5 V the harvested solar energy will not boost the voltage of the super-capacitor. In our experiments this limitation was not prominent. Note that during the algorithm measurements the voltage was also under 2.5 V. This is because the voltage is measured by the MCU after the radio operation is done, and since this requires significant amount of energy the voltage of the super-capacitor drops temporarily. This means that the voltage measured by the MCU is typically lower than when the voltage will be measured when the MCU is turned off. However, for long term deployment with a lower light intensity the device might never charge the super-capacitor if the voltage consistently drops under 2.5 V. This need to be addressed in future implementations by having a DC-DC converter that will boost at a lower voltage than 2.5 V, otherwise the device is not able to harvest enough energy.
7.1.2 Maybe The Setup Was Limited?

This work did not consider a battery powered device, nor does it make a comparison with a battery-powered device. The comparison between a battery powered and intermittent powered BLE device does not fit in the scope of this thesis. Adding a battery to the system instead of the super-capacitor would not change the way the software operates but only changes how much energy the system has. Also, a new revision of the hardware had to be made in order to connect a battery to the system. The most interesting comparison that could be made with a battery powered device, would be to compare the connection time. However, due to the connection timeout bug no long term deployment measurements can be done with battery powered. Hence this is why no batteries were used in this thesis.

In this work only one solar panel is used for the measurements. The main reason for this was to not harvest too much energy, such that the connection time for each measurement is shorted. With shorter connection times the measurements were more manageable and did not exceed the connection timeout bug value.

7.1.3 Maybe Other Hardware Platform Is Required?

The main hardware components that result in significant overhead are: (i) the external FRAM, where the checkpoint needs to be stored and restored, (ii) the external RTC, that adds idle time due to the synchronization pulse. The checkpointing in this implementation is not optimized since currently all data is stored from SRAM to FRAM and restored back. Most of this data is not used during the connection, such as the data used for advertising. Due to the complexity of the BLE software stack the process of determining what data should be checkpointed and what data does not need to be checkpointed (since the old data in FRAM is the same) would take a considerable amount of time. Also this would only optimize the current application and needs to be maintained for every new application. A more maintainable solution would be to operate completely in FRAM, which is not possible on the nRF52840 MCU. This way the overhead of transporting data from the SRAM and FRAM would be removed, which would be a considerable amount.

The overhead from the external RTC is that the synchronization time can happen in intervals of 250 ms and should always happen if the MCU is turned on before the connection event. This can result in considerable amount of idle time, where the MCU has to wait for the connection event after the synchronization. This overhead could be removed by having an external RTC that has the option of reading out the current clock tick value. Otherwise, an internal RTC on the MCU that can run separately from the MCU and has the capability of turning the MCU on or off like the external RTC does. To the best of our knowledge there is no ultra low power external RTC that has clock tick accurate registers nor a MCU with an embedded power switching RTC that is also capable of BLE communication.
7.1.4 Maybe Different Software Platform?

In this work the Packetcraft Protocol Software is used to implement intermittent software, however this was not the most power efficient BLE software stack. The closed source Nordic SDK is the most optimal BLE software for the nRF platform. On the current hardware the Nordic SDK with the maximum slave latency (in this thesis 14 connection interval skips) is not compared with the intermittent BLE software. This is not done because this was overlooked and realised at the end of the thesis. Therefore there was no time to test this. Other considerations of different MCU’s and software stacks were not done, mainly because the checkpointing system was compatible in ARM environment and a lot of technical support was available from the partner NOWI for the nRF52840 chip.

7.1.5 Maybe a Hybrid Intermittent Solution Is More Optimal?

From the results it is concluded that the most optimal power efficient solution for the intermittent BLE software is to have a hybrid solution. This hybrid solution means turning off the MCU between connection events at the data rates the intermittent BLE software is more power efficient and to put the MCU in sleep mode between connection events at data rates the default BLE software is more power efficient. The hybrid solution is most likely an improvement that is recommended for a future implementation, especially in combination with the connection interval adaptation algorithm where the data rate changes. However, currently the hybrid solution is not implemented in the intermittent BLE software since there was no time to implement this. In this thesis we found out where the intermittent BLE software is more power efficient than the default BLE software and how the intermittent BLE software could be improved.

7.1.6 Maybe BLE Protocol Needs Optimization?

A big limitation of the BLE standard is that there are a lot of optional features available that are not included by default in BLE devices. For this work one such feature was missing in the Packetcraft Protocol Software stack, which is the slave initiated anchor point placement [20, volume 6, page 3039]. This is a feature where the slave device can negotiate with the master device where the anchor point of the connection event starts. This way the idle time between the synchronization pulse and the connection event could be reduced without changing the connection interval. Furthermore, for Android devices the anchor point placement is always random and is decided by the Bluetooth driver. This means that for Android devices the current intermittent BLE software would not work optimally, since the time between the synchronization pulse and the connection event will always be random depending on how the Bluetooth driver of Android schedules the anchor point. Thus in order for intermittent BLE software to work properly, there has to be a BLE standard with guaranteed features that work on different platforms as well.

Furthermore, the results of the connection interval adaptation algorithm shows that increasing the connection interval skips beyond the current maximum slave latency value of 15 (for the BLE 5.2 specification [20 volume 3, page 1071]) can
reduce the power consumption. This is beneficial for an intermittent device in order to harvest more power and continue operation. It is remarkable to see that in the BLE 4.0 specification the maximum slave latency value could be theoretically 31 [19] if the supervision timeout is 32s at a connection interval of 1s. Currently nothing is stopping us from having more than 15 connection event skips event if the current BLE software is version 5.2. Nonetheless, for intermittent BLE it would be advised that the older slave latency policy would be made available again, since our data has shown that this could improve the connection time.

7.2 Future Work

In future work we recommend that the hardware should be further optimized. Especially by executing the code in FRAM, which will remove the store and restore overhead. This will require a different MCU and changes in the checkpointing software. Also, more research must be done about how to synchronize the external RTC with the internal clock of the MCU. Ideally the synchronization pulse should be removed, but this requires a different external RTC than currently is implemented that is able to access the clock tick values. To the best of our knowledge no such external RTC is currently available that has access to the clock tick values, has power switching capabilities and is ultra low power. Hence, more research must be done in order to determine if these external RTC’s exist and otherwise this thesis might be an inspiration for future work to develop this hardware.

Also, the software needs optimization in future work. Currently no hybrid solution is implemented that combines the intermittent BLE software with the default BLE software. In future work this hybrid solution should be implemented and tested in order to determine if this would increase the connection time. It is expected that the hybrid solution will be effective in combination with the connection interval adaptation algorithm, since the data rate can vary significantly depending on the VCC voltage of the MCU. Finally, the software bug should be resolved that makes the intermittent BLE software timeout at around 4000s. This way long term deployment of the intermittent BLE software can be tested.

Furthermore, the current Packetcraft Protocol Software stack is not the most optimal software for this MCU. In future work having access to the most optimal software is required to have better performance for the intermittent BLE software. Also, then the intermittent BLE software can be tested against the state of the art non-intermittent BLE software at different data rates to test how power efficient the intermittent BLE software is. In addition it is recommended that the current architecture of intermittent BLE software will be used for exploring how other networking protocols can operate intermittent. Most of the principles that were used in this project, such as how the timing is synchronized and restored can be applied to other networking protocols like Zigbee, Z-Wave, Wi-Fi and LoRa.

In future work it is recommended that the connection interval adaptation algorithm would be revised. Currently the connection interval skips are mapped to a specific VCC voltage. This means that only when the voltage drops the connection interval skips increases. Thus some significant energy is wasted be-
fore the power consumption can be reduced. Therefore it would be better if the connection interval adaptation algorithm would have input from the energy source to determine the data rate preemptively. This could result in less VCC voltage drop before the right connection interval skip value is found.
Chapter 8

Conclusion

The goal of this thesis was to implement a BLE connection mode on an energy harvesting sensor with timekeeping and time synchronization in order to maintain a connection during power failures. This study has shown that running a BLE connection intermittently is possible by turning the MCU off between connection events and restoring the operation just in time for the next connection event. All the timing of the radio operations is mapped to an external RTC and is controlled by the MCU in order to have timekeeping and time synchronization. Furthermore a connection interval adaptation algorithm is implemented that manages the data rate depending on the measured voltage in the system by the MCU. Changing the data rate is done by skipping certain connection events, much like the BLE slave latency.

The results show that the implemented intermittent BLE software can sustain a BLE connection for more than an hour and can be more power efficient than the default non-intermittent BLE software at a low data rate of at least one packet every 10s or more. Also, at the maximum BLE slave latency measured of one packet every 14s the intermittent BLE software is almost two times more power efficient. Furthermore, with the implemented connection interval adaptation algorithm it is possible to skip more connection intervals than the current BLE 5.2 standard allows for. This results in a longer connection time when the connection interval adaptation algorithm is enabled.

The current implementation of the intermittent BLE software connection has some hardware and software implications that add significant overhead that still need to be addressed. For the hardware, mainly the overhead from storing and restoring all data to external non-volatile memory should be reconsidered. Our suggestion to remove the overhead of storing and restoring would be to operate entirely from non-volatile memory. Also, the external RTC currently can only synchronize in intervals of 250ms, which results in long idle time when the MCU is turned on. In future work, more research has to be done on how a different external RTC could remove the requirement to be only able to synchronize in intervals of 250ms. Furthermore, one software implication for intermittent BLE software is that due to a bug the connection always times out at around 4000s. For long term deployment of intermittent BLE connections this must be resolved in future research.

To conclude this thesis is to the best of our knowledge the first work that shows that it can maintain a BLE connection intermittent. Also some effort has been
made to improve the intermittent BLE connection by introducing a connection interval adaptation algorithm. This work has shown what the implications of an intermittent BLE connection is and how further improvements can be made. The methodology used in this work to run an intermittent connection can be applied to many networking system and can be an inspiration for any future works.
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